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:Ionorable J . Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The ?resident's Commission
200 1.;aryland Avenue, Northeast
Washington, D . C .

22m following information was furnished by a
confidential HoFFSab abroad on March 16 . 1984 :

Dear Mr . Rankin :
Reference is made to your letter of February 28,
1954, concerning the C14 rifle, a 6 .5 millimeter Italian
Service Rifle,Serial Number C27G6.
enclosed are two copies of a "Secret" memorandum,
nine photographs prepared by the Federal Bureau of Investigation Laboratory and a copy of one page of the shipping
manifest, number 3376 relating to the C14 rifle .
This completes your request and upon removal of
the classified enclosure this communication becomes
unclassified.
Sincerely yours,

--osures (12)

COMMISSION EXHIBIT NO. 2559

1 . Rifle C14 w manufactured by the rabbrioa Aral
iwrcito Term - ds Tlernf (the Army Area Plant of Term, Italy) .
R . The number C2766 which appears on the barrel of
the C14 rifle is the serial number of the rifle .
9 . >be C14 rifle is the only one of 1b typo which
bears serial number 01766.
4 . It was wet possible to definitely establish bow
may of this typo of rifle were sold. It was established, however,
that the Carlo Rite. Machine Shop of Brescia, Italy, shipped
rifles of the same type to Adam Consolidated Industries, Inc .,
404 Fifth Avenue, Now York 18, " . Y . . telephone number
WIsconsin 4-4490 . Rifle C14 w one of the rifles in a lot of
8400 so shipped . This shipment, numbered 3376, was shipped
from the port of Genoa, Italy, on the ship "Rlettra Yassio"
on Osptsmbsr 48, 1960.
Concerning the shipment of these rifles to Adam
Consolidated Industries, Inc ., there is presently a legal
proceeding by the C1rlo Rite, Machine fop to collect payment
far the shipment of the rifles which Adam Consolidated
Industries, Ion ., claim we" defective .

COMMISSION EXHIBIT NO . 2559-Continued

The owner of the Carlo Rive Machine Shop, during a
visit made to the United States in December of 1960, verified
that about 7,000 of the rifles shipped to Adam Cbnsolldated
Industries, Inc ., wore in the possession of a company owned by
Louis yeldsott of Yonkers . New York .
There follows a detailed description of the markings
and numbers which appear in the photographs of the C14 rifle,
serial number 02786 .
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